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Anonymous Me is a Chinese style 2D platformer. You can cycle through three weapons and hack & slash your way with cool
combos. Explore the world as the story unfolds. In the end, you will challenge some overwhelming power.
Anonymous Me is set in late Qin Dynasty of China. People are brutalized by The first emperor of china---Ying Zheng. The
empire that unifies China is falling already. Female assassin “Mang” is drawn into a long premeditated conspiracy right after she
manages to escape an evil organization.
It is true that everyone is nobody in that given historical period in China. It’s almost impossible for people to control their own
fate. Before we make the conclusion, let’s just hear “Mang’s” story.

■Chinese style arts and music
Enhanced by stunning animations, Anonymous Me boasts a beautiful hand-drawn world vividly depicting China in Qin Dynasty,
which was more than 2,000 years ago. Hack and slash your way out of cities, high mountains, snowy plains, and ancient tombs.
Explore this gorgeous ancient empire accompanies by ethereal Chinese style music.
■An epic storyline of twists and turns
Protagonist “Mang” blurs the line between good and evil. Qin Dynasty is collapsing. What does life hold for her in all this
turbulence and chaos? Unravel the mystery and discover the huge conspiracy through thought-provoking dialogues and
ingenious level design.
■It’s all about combos
“Mang” is a master wielder of DualBlade, BoardSword and is an excellent archer as well. You can cycle through the three
weapons any time you want. Switching weapons will deal extra damage to enemies and activate special moves. Always stay
vigilant in battles and use this feature to your advantage. Make powerful combos by switching weapons. The mysterious “Blood
Sigil” system enhances character stats, so that you can always fight the way you want.
■Innovative “Mind”system
“Mang” has gone through a lot and has a complicated personality. We believe that she is more than a mere character you control.
Inspiration System lets you know what she is thinking as the game progresses. At some critical moments, she will ask you to
make choices for her, which will have drastic impact on how the story goes. We will perfect “Inspiration” system in future
updates.
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RKTime and Long Mobile are two new game developers based in Chengdu, China.
Thank you for supporting Anonymous Me, our first game on Steam!
Anonymous Me has gone through overhaul and delay for many times. Now it finally sees the light of day! It’s still an Early
Access release. We welcome any feedback and suggestions from you!

Thank you all for your love and support!
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Title: Anonymous ME
Genre: Action, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
RKTime
Publisher:
Chengdu longyuan Network Technology Co.Ltd
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 10 64 Bit, Windows 8.1 64 Bit, Windows 8 64 Bit, Windows 7 64 Bit Service Pack 1, Windows Vista 64 Bit
Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD Phenom X3 8750 processor or better
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or higher, ATI Radeon HD4850 or higher,Intel HD Graphics 4400 or higher
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 1 GB available space
Sound Card: 100% DirectX 10 compatible

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Very intense! There are a variety of weapons, mostly melee but with throwables and bows too. In addition, the weapons have
special abilities such as sending a wave of fire or an exploding throwing knife. You can change the weapons quickly with the
trackpad to change playstyle.
There are some RPG elements included such as levels, attributes, money to buy weapons and so on.
It looks like Dynasty Warriors, but it plays nothing like it. You may take on a few enemies at once, but you won't be smashing a
thousand or so per level out of your way like nothing.
. this game suck only one class really? wtf its not worth anyones time. The VR for Battle Fleet 2 is amazing. It would be nice to
see more added to the game. like Marines assaulting the beach or transit times for airplanes in flight. Nice game, show!.
Excellent artwork with a solid story featuring interesting characters. Definitely takes its time, so this is not a game for the
impatient.. I'm not sure what I expected from this. The scenery is beautiful and the atmosphere is very creepy at the start.
However, as the story unfolds, it gets a bit too far-fetched for me. But if other-worldly adventures are your thing, then I imagine
this would be great. It's a decent way to kill a few hours and I'm not upset I gave it a try. 7/10
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This games monster art is... disturbing.. I enjoyed this game, for a time, but it's horribly buggy and has a ton of balancing issues
that make the mid to endgame a slog. The game's been abandoned for- oh look at that! Over a year.
Don't buy.. I enjoy playing this with friends, it makes most of our group crack up laughing. The insults aren't really that mean,
but they do require you to actually be creative. Have fun with it!. What a cool♥♥♥♥♥game! Simple brawler that allows you to
mash buttons and succeed in progressing through the game but also offers a nice combination system for timing your hits.
Theres a lot of variations in the moves you pull off depending on which weapons you are carrying (if any) and theres also some
really cool finishing moves. The finishing moves are just flare that you watch after finishing off a fight but its super cool.
Its aged nicely, the graphics are beautiful. =) Very fun cool game.. 10/10 the best game I have ever played as I have played so
many games this is definetly the best game ever. Even though this game looks bad in the pictures but ios great when you play
totally recommended for non-boring people. It's interesting to play this game a bit, it looks minimalistic and therefore not
annoying, stealth is simple. glitchy and poorly thought out game play, dont waste your money
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